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Welcome 

To begin…let’s talk about laughter.



Laughter

● Humor and laughter are an ABSOLUTE must

● The AMAZING chemical cocktail

● Mental health and physical health





Social Emotional Learning

● An integral part of education and human development.

● SEL is the process through which all young people and adults acquire and 
apply the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to develop healthy identities, 
manage emotions and achieve personal and collective goals, feel and show 
empathy for others, establish and maintain supportive relationships, and 
make responsible and caring decisions.

(CASEL 2020)



Social Emotional 
Emotional well-being and social competence provide a strong 

foundation for cognitive abilities (learning), and together they are 

the bricks and mortar that comprise the foundation of human 

development.

The 80/20 Rule

“I can succeed in school and fail in life…I can fail in school and 

succeed in life”



Things to Talk About

 What vs. Why

 The BIG 3

 Movement and Exercise

 Connection and Belonging



Brain Basics



I’m STRESSED…What Happens?

● Stress is a chain reaction

● When someone experiences a stressful event, the amygdala, an area of the 
brain that contributes to emotional processing, sends a distress signal to the 
hypothalamus

● The hypothalamus functions like a command center, communicating with 
the rest of the body through the nervous system so that the person has the 
energy to fight or flee



I’m STRESSED…What Happens?

● The fight-or-flight response is responsible for the outward physical reactions 
most people associate with stress including:

○ increased heart rate

○ heightened senses

○ a deeper intake of oxygen

○ rush of adrenaline

○ cortisol is released, which helps to restore the energy lost in the response

● While stress itself is not necessarily problematic, the buildup of cortisol in 
the brain can have long-term effect on emotional and physical health



The Brain, Stress, and COVID-19

● Cortisol in moderation is normal and healthy

■ Helps regulate blood sugar and has great control over our hippocampus (main area where memories 
are stored and processed)

● High levels of cortisol can wear down the brain’s ability to function properly

● Chronic stress impairs brain function in many ways:

■ It can disrupt synapse regulation, resulting in the loss of sociability and the avoidance of 
interactions with others

■ It can kill brain cells and even reduce the size of the brain (stress has a shrinking effect on the 
prefrontal cortex, the area of the brain responsible for memory and learning)



The Brain, Stress, and COVID-19

● Stress can increase the size of the amygdala, which can make the brain more 
receptive to stress

● Cortisol is believed to hard-wire pathways between the hippocampus and 
amygdala (memories hard-wired to high emotions)

● This creates a vicious cycle by creating a brain that becomes inclined to be 
in a constant state of fight-or-flight (can begin the path to anxiety disorders 
and PTSD)



How the “Current Normal” Can 

Affect Our Children
How Extra Stress and Trauma Can Overload Young Children’s and 

Adolescent’s Developing Systems



Young Children (Birth to 9)



Young Children (birth to 9)

Hormone Level Changes

● elevates blood pressure

● keeps glucose and cortisol levels elevated

● disrupts immune system and inflammatory systems

● reduces ability to fight off infections and illness

● anxiety and depression

● hormone level changes in young children can have a drastic impact 
on brain architecture and function, as well as other organs, thus 
lifelong physical and mental health problems



Young Children (birth to 9)

Neurological Changes
● we are born with, and develop through the first 3 years of life, 

100 billion neurons (brain nerve cells) 

● these are almost all of the neurons we will ever have. The 
connections between neurons develop vision, hearing, language, 
and higher cognitive functioning

● prolonged stress and trauma can reduce neurons in the thinking 
part of the brain responsible for learning and reasoning, which 
can limited the child’s cognitive ability

● prolonged stress and trauma bypass the thinking brain and 
strengthen the survival part of the brain, which can make 
children less able to cope with adversity and create inappropriate 
behaviors 



Adolescents (10 to 19)



Adolescents (10 to 19 approx.)

To cover all aspects of the adolescent brain would take MUCH LONGER than 
we have today, but here are three main aspects to help you understand:

● Losin’ It

● Highway Repairs

● Working but Not Working



Adolescents (10 to 19 approx.)

Losin’ It

● to prepare for adulthood, the adolescent brain experiences a massive 
increase in cell production

● this gives the brain an opportunity to develop new skills

● without proper stimulation and the forgiving, caring guidance of an 
adult, or increase in stress and trauma, these brain cells go unused 
and eventually decay (doesn’t prevent skills from being developed in 
the future, but it will greatly delay the process)



Adolescents (10 to 19 approx.)

Highway Repairs

● Myelination is the production of a 
coating that speeds up 
communication on the neural 
highway between parts of the 
brain

● Serotonin, a hormone that 
enhances mood, is decreased to 
allow for this change, meaning 
teenagers experience irritability 
and low moods more often



Adolescents (10 to 19 approx.)

Working but Not Working

● Rapid growth for the prefrontal cortex—the part of the brain in charge of 
impulse control, organization, decision-making, prioritizing, inhibiting 
inappropriate behavior, initiating appropriate behavior, empathy, and more

● While the prefrontal cortex is developing, the amygdala—the more 
emotional part of the brain—takes over, meaning that most situations and 
conversations are interpreted primarily through an emotional mind rather 
than a rational one

BEWARE of the “Cellar Dweller” Syndrome



We Are What We Eat

● COVID-19 and eating habits

● Gut-Brain Axis

● Behavior and emotions are first to be affected



Screen Time and the Brain 
(…and now we have “virtual” everything…)

● Technology is not inherently good or bad, the outcomes depend on how we use it (over use is 
detrimental to brain development, social-emotional growth, behavior regulation, and so much more…)

● Areas of the brain that are affected the greatest include: Limbic System and Frontal Lobe

● Addiction

● Outsourcing of emotions and behaviors

● A recent study scanned the brains of children 3 to 5 years old and found those who used screens 
more than the recommended one hour a day without parental involvement had lower levels of 
development in the brain's white matter -- an area key to the development of language, literacy and 
cognitive skills (Hutton, et al., 2019)



Another (Even More Recent) Study

● Early data from a landmark National Institutes of Health (NIH) study 
(2019) indicates that children who spent more than two hours a day on 
screen-time activities scored lower on language and thinking tests

● Some children with more than seven hours a day of screen time experienced 
thinning of the brain’s frontal cortex (the area of the brain related to critical 
thinking, reasoning, and emotional regulation)





What Do We Do?
BEST Ways to Build Strong Brains and Strong Children



The BIG 3

●Think about your children to find solutions…it is 
people that make the difference, not programs

●3 MUST HAVES for our brains (vitally important for 
developing brains and throughout life):
○Play
○Nature (1440, 210, 1370, and 70)
○Talking



Movement and the Brain

● One of the MOST VITAL aspects of 
learning and behavior. There is more 
research on this than almost all other 
education research combined…

● Yet, we still don’t pay attention to it…

● More movement = Better learning, better 
behavior, better health, and better 
outcomes for our students (All of us)

● Exercise is the single best thing we can do 
for our brain in terms of learning, mood, 
and memory (John Ratey)



New Study...Move, Move, Move

UT Southwestern (2020)

● Cardiovascular exercise increases blood flow to the regions of brain 
associated with memory by approximately 47%

● Aerobic exercise group saw a 46% increase in memory, memory application, 
and test scores (cognitive and achievment)

● By the way…recess is a must for ALL student (Pre-K to 12), even the adults
(and that is recess multiple times each day)!!

● Would you consider 5 recesses a day…for ALL students regardless of 
behavior and academics?



Movement, Play, and Recess are a MUST 
not a privilege (for ALL human beings)!!!



Play

Play has been shown to:

■ release endorphins

■ improve brain functionality

■ stimulate creativity

■ can even help to keep us young and feeling energetic

■ studies show that play improves memory and stimulates the 
growth of the cerebral cortex

■ And SO MUCH MORE!!!



Nature

● Being outside in nature immediately lowers stress

● Touching and interacting with plants exponentially decreases stress

● 1440…210…1368…72 (this is just our children)

● Adults = 150



Talking…Socializing

● Humans are social beings and need to be in contact with others in 
order to survive (each individual has their own preference about 
amount of social interaction, but they all HAVE to have 
it…parents, same age peers, and teachers are the critical groups)

● Sociable people favor their brain health

● By socializing, we protect our brain from cognitive impairment and 
dementia



Connection and Belonging



Some 
Things to 

Ponder
●Connection and belonging are 

necessary for brain 
development and for social 
emotional development

●Parents are the MOST 
important adult in a child’s life 
(lack of connection with parents 
can be detrimental)



Some Quick Stats
• Narcissism has increased in school aged children by approx. 58%

• Approx. 62% of elementary school children go home to 
distracted/disengaged parents who do not interact with them appropriately

• Social parenting is becoming the norm…social programs have children 
longer than the parents (school, sports, extracurricular, therapies, etc.)

• Schools add to these issues when they become dismissive and exclude 
children instead of understand, help, and teach

• Distracted/disengaged adults = narcissistic children

• FYI – as narcissism increases, so does entitlement and anxiety



Something Else to Consider…

● Children and adolescence will learn how to outsource their behavior to 
adults and objects

● Behavior and social emotional skills MUST be taught (you CAN NOT 
reward and punish behavior into or out of human beings…we MUST do 
more than just train behavior, we have to change behavior)

● The learning curve for new behaviors and social emotional skills

■ 1500 – 5000+ times







Strong Brain Exercises

For Parents and Teacher to do with Children



Information About Strong Brain Exercises

● These activities are meant to strengthen synapses in the brain which leads to 
better learning and behavior outcomes. 

● They are fun to do and very quick. They are also meant to challenge the brain, 
so it is the attempt to do the activity that is important (not if you can do it 
perfectly or not)

● Please try and do the activities several times a day!



I Bet You Can’t Do This
Strong Brain Activity #1



I Bet You Can’t Do This 

● Attempt each of the following one at a time for 10-20 seconds

1. Put your arm out in front of you with your index finger extended. Try to rotate 
your wrist in one direction while you try to rotate your index finger in the 
opposite direction. 

2. Roll your neck in one direction while at the same time moving your tongue 
around the inside of your lips in the opposite direction.

3. While spinning your right foot in a clockwise direction, take your right hand 
index finger and draw the number 6 in the air.



Flip Out
Strong Brain Activity #2



Flip Out

● You can use pens and markers with the caps on securely, straws, toilet paper or 
paper towel rolls, etc. 

● Grab the one of the objects from above in one hand. Flip it in the air and catch it 
with that same hand. Do this 5 times, then switch hands. 

● Now grab two similar objects from above. Hold one in each hand. Flip both in 
the air at the same time and try and catch both. 



Balance, Balance, Balance
Strong Brain Activity #3



Balance, Balance, Balance

● Our ability to balance is more important than most people think. Being able to 
balance takes several important areas of our brain working together at the same 
time. The better our balance the stronger these areas become. The areas of the 
brain that deal with balance also help with learning and emotional regulation. 

Balance Activity:

● Stand up straight with your arms by your side, count backwards from 10, then 
bend your right leg at the knee lifting your foot off the ground. Try and balance 
on one foot without touching anything to regain your balance. Do this 3 times, 
then switch legs. 



Life isn’t about how you manage Plan 

A, it’s about how you cope with Plan 

B, as you are creating Plan C…



Resources for Trauma/Mental Health

Support for Teachers Affected by Trauma (Great for parents also)

● https://statprogram.org/

Alberta Family Wellness

● https://www.albertafamilywellness.org/

https://statprogram.org/
https://www.albertafamilywellness.org/


Some Brain Resources

● Kids These Days - Jody Carrington, PhD

● The Dance of Interaction – Jeanine Fitzgerald

● The Body Keeps The Score – Bessel Van Der Kolk, MD

● Fostering Resilient Learners – Kristen Souers

● How the Brain Learns (5th Edition) – David Sousa

● The Brain and Behavior (online journal)-
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/21579032

● The Brain Research Foundation – www.thebrf.org

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/21579032
http://www.thebrf.org/


What are the 2 MOST
important days in a 
human beings life?







Thank You So Much!!!
Take Care of Yourself and Your Family!!

Layne Pethick, PhD


